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Abstract - Structural health monitoring SHM is highly relevant nowadays, not only for aerospace maintenance, but also 
there is a large number of newly applications in which this methodology is involved, like in the civil and mechanical fields 
for structure operational conservation. Pattern recognition has become an important part of SHM for signal processing and 
anomalies or damage detection, assuring structural integrity. New methods are created day by day and more researches and 
engineers feel the interest to generate techniques which can make SHM become a more compacted, sophisticated and 
automatized system, eliminating human factors and intrinsic errors. This work evaluates a novelty methodology as a part of 
the SHM in which it is used an unsupervised clustering algorithm based on density DBSCAN, to facilitate the detection and 
interpretation of structural behaviors, with low computational cost and processing time and fairly accuracy. 
 
Index Terms - Clustering, Pattern Recognition, Shm, Unsupervised Learning And Structural Evaluation. 
 
I. INTRODUCTION 
 
Pattern recognition algorithms have the ability to 
classify related physical characteristics i.e. strain, 
acoustic emissions or temperature from a particular 
system as a part of an SHM methodology. Damages 
in structures, including aerospace elements, are 
considered as physical changes in the system which 
affects it negatively in comparison with its regular 
performance, otherwise it can put lives and money at 
risk. The need of having global information about the 
structure's health impacts the way that maintenance is 
done. According with Farrar, Doebling, and Nix [1] 
SHM using pattern recognition will often follow four 
principal steps, operational evaluation, data 
acquisition, feature selection and a statistical feature 
modeling. There are several uses of statistical models 
applied in the process of feature extraction and data 
condensation.  
Unsupervised pattern recognition also called 
clustering, is used when labeled data is not available 
and it correlates elements in particular groups. The 
use of data reduction techniques is useful to retain the 
most representative characteristics from experiments 
and operational situations performed in a long period 
of time with a large group of sensors. One of the most 
common methods for dimensionality reduction is 
called principal component analysis or PCA [2]. PCA 
has been used widely in in the framework of SHM for 
dimensionality reduction in acquired data from a 
structural system, [3, 4, 5, 6, 7]. 
Factor analisis FA is PCA's related as a 
complementary technique but it works differently in 
some aspects [8]. When FA is used for 
dimensionality reduction, hidden features can be 
revealed like a group of signals, which represent a 
specific condition. Furthermore, it is possible to 
classify the generated data by the FA in particular 
classes using a technique of machine learning. 

However not every structure has a behavior which 
would be predictible in an operating enviroment, thus  
an unsupervised pattern recognition algorithm 
becomes a convenient option to classify data without 
previous information about its behavior.   
 To deal with the previous inconvenient, a density 
based spatial clustering of applications with noise 
DBSCAN algorithm is used for unsupervised 
classification, DBSCAN has the ability to classify 
information automatically without previous 
knowledge or features, but it implies the 
determination of two additional parameters Eps and 
MinPts [9]. In this paper, a novelty methodology for 
strain signals unsupervised classification in a 
structure by using fiber Bragg gratings FBG's is 
presented. To develop the methodology, an 
experiment using a beam in cantilever under cyclic 
bending loads was taken in consideration to 
determine automatically different structural 
configurations (pitch angles), by means of FA and 
DBSCAN. The DBSCAN’s parameter Eps is selected 
automatically by the use of a genetic algorithm. 
Finally the performance and accuracy of the 
methodology is evaluated.   
 
II. DATA ACQUISITION 
 
When a load is applied to a structure, perturbations 
are presented, sometimes manifested as damage, 
which can change the strain field, hence the global 
stiffness may vary. The use of FBG's is considered as 
a promising future technology for a structure’s strain 
field measuring and it implies several benefits [10]. 
FBG’s in particular, have an electrically passive 
operation, great sensitivity, electromagnetic 
interference invulnerability among other advantages 
[11]. When the light passes through an FBG, a 
proportional part of the Bragg’s wavelength is 
reflected. The reflected wavelength vary 
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proportionally to the deformation of the fiber optic 
which is bonded to or embedded into the structure. 
The Bragg’s wavelength is given by the following 
expression: 

,2  nB   (1) 
 
where n  is the effective refractive index of the fiber’s 
core, and   is the grating pitch.  
 
The FBG’s has to be located in zones where high 
level of stress are expected. Thus, the determination 
of the location depends on the level of understanding 
the mechanical behavior of the structure.  If the strain 
acquisition process is made in a structure without any 
manufacturing defect and under safety loads, the 
structure will remain in a pristine condition.   
 
Then, the further idea consists in the identification of 
those pristine conditions where a combination of 
loads are undefined in a usual operation (as it may 
happen in an aircraft flying under normal operational 
conditions), where loads may appear unexpected and 
not clearly defined because of external factors such as 
wind or heat. Thus the importance of the creation of a 
structure’s baseline under regular conditions in order 
to identify anomalies performing a comparative study 
between the found clusters generated from a pristine 
structure and new data from uncertain conditions.  
 
A. Workbench 
With the purpose of designing the present 
methodology, strain signals from an experiment 
designed by Sierra et al.  [12] were used. The 
experiment consists in a hollow rectangular 
aluminum beam with a 20 mm for 40 mm cross 
section, 1 mm thickness and a cantilever length of 
1200 mm. The region where the beam was fixed to 
the testing workbench using C clamps, was filled 
with a wooden core to prevent a plastic deformation. 
Dynamic bending loads were applied to the beam’s 
tip, in the opposite end of the clamping zone, using a 
rod connected from the beam’s longitudinal axis to an 
electric engine. Four optical lines were placed in the 
surface of the beam, each one with eight FBG’s, for a 
total of 32 FBG’s used in the experiment, one of them 
mechanically isolated in order to measure 
temperature.  
Experiments included 13 variations of 2° in the pitch 
angle in order to have data from tests between -8° to 
16°. The intention of changing the pitch is to simulate 
an aerospace structure (i.e. wing´s main beam) or a 
wind turbine blade’s main structure where a set of 
variable pitch conditions can be present. Each 
experiment was placed under dynamic loads for a 
period of 410s. The acquisition system consisted in a 
four-channel Micron Optics SM130 optical fiber 
interrogator and strains were measured for five 
seconds at a sampling rate of 100Hz. In order to 
generate validation data, each position was performed 

twice. 
III. PREPROCESSING AND FEATURE 
EXTRACTION 
 
It is useful to preprocess the strain signals with the 
aim of enhancing the clustering performance. The 
choice of outstanding signal characteristics has to be 
made according to the mechanical behavior of the 
structure. In an experiment with cyclic bending loads, 
a large amount of data are stored but not every signal 
recorded is meaningful for clustering. Undesired 
recorded information is commonly known as noise 
and because its high frequency nature it will occupy a 
large amount of space which may decrease the 
classification performance. As it was found 
experimentally by Sierra [13], signal to noise ratio 
(SNR) over 50 may avoid a large quantity of noise, 
therefore, for the used Micron Optics Interrogator, 
which has a white noise around 1 μϵ, magnitudes over 
50 μϵ are desired. The selection of discretized signal 
peaks and peaks vicinity points may prevent outliers 
and noise, reducing the number of necessary trials.   
 
A. Factor analysis for dimensionality reduction 
Through a dimensionality reduction method, it is 
possible to describe a large quantity of the original 
dataset projected in a new dimensional space. Similar 
to PCA, FA is a linear method and its main goal is to 
describe the original  x  variables in a dataset using a 
minimum number of elements k  with xk  , 
capable to describe a large part of the observed model 
except for an error term due to the linear adjust 
[Error! Reference source not found.]. Following 
the notation of Jolliffe [8], FA can represent the 
original variables 

pxxx ,...,, 21
as a linear 

combination of hypothetical variables called common 
factors mf , factor loadings 

jk , where pj ,...,2,1
; mk ,...,2,1 and specific factors or errors 

je , 
therefore the FA model can be illustrated as:  

112121111 ... efffx mm    (2) 

222221212 ... efffx mm    (3) 

  
,...2211 pmpmppp efffx    (4) 

then the general equation form of FA can be 
represented as follows: 

.efX   (5) 
After mathematical handling shown widely in the 
literature [14, 8, 15,16], FA model can be represented 
in terms of variances following the next general 
equation:  
 ,'   (6) 
where  is the covariance matrix of the original data, 
and  the covariance of the specific factors.  
There are several rules to determining the amount of 
factors necessary to describe a reliable quantity of the 
original information; the most common method is 
called “eigenvalues greater than one” rule, the main 
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goal is based on retaining the factors with eigenvalue 
greater than one those factors may perform the best 
description of the original sample. Other rules are 
focused on keeping the factors in which variances 
sum describes more than 80% of variance [17], in 
addition there is also a graphic method called “the 
scree plot” in which the factors before the breaking 
point have to be retained. 
 
The aim is to group the common factors f . Two 
common factors are necessary for a two dimensional 
clustering in a further step using DBSCAN. It is 
expected that variables related in between due to a 
particular physical phenomena, may present nearly 
the same common factors, therefore, those signals 
represented in a new dimension by the common 
factors may fall in a same cluster. Following the 
notation of Mujica, Rodellar, Fernandez, and Güemes 
[5], the experimental dataset D  is a 3120935  
matrix, with 20935 time instants (experimental 
trials) and 31number of sensors (number of 
dimensions). When FA is applied to the experimental 
matrix, the dataset can be represented in a lower 
dimension of 220935  elements, selecting the first 
two common factors f . The new matrix 

220935 D now 
is used as a set of points in a two dimensional 
Euclidean space. 

 
 

Figure 1. Common factors dataset 
 

 
Figure 2. Scree plot 

In this particular case of study, the first two common 
factors have an eigenvalue above one, the first one 
has an eigenvalue of 24.27 and the next one 5.48. 
Moreover, both common factors explain the 99.53% 
of the original variance. Besides, the scree plot graph, 
clarifies the previous information with a notable 
breaking point which represents the number of factors 
to retain, as it can be seen in fig. 2. 
 
IV. UNSUPERVISED CLUSTERING USING 
DBSCAN 
 
A. DBSCAN 
Density Based on Spatial Clustering of Application 
with Noise DBSCAN, is an unsupervised clustering 
algorithm proposed by Ester, Kriegel, Sander, and Xu 
[9]. The selection of the present algorithm relies on 
its ability to determine natural clusters without 
predefined class labels. Besides, DBSCAN definition 
parameters are minimal and its computational cost for 
large datasets is low, )log( nnO  in the worst case. 
In this case of study, DBSCAN works detecting a 
common density of points in the dimensionality 
reduced dataset

220935 D , in which each row of the 
dataset will be an ),( yx  point in the space. It is 
expected that such density will be greater with points 
related in between than in surrounding zones out of a 
generated cluster. DBSCAN selects a random point in 
the space and measures the distance between the 
random point and a next point; DBSCAN correlates 
these points depending on the parameters 
configuration. The value of Eps and MinPts have to 
be designated as inputs parameters. The Eps 
parameter manages a circle radius in which a specific 
density is desired and MinPts parameter determines a 
minimum number of points desired in the circle. 
DBSCAN follows six general rules:  
1) Eps-neigborhood of a point p , denoted as

)( pN eps
, is defined by

}.),(|{)( EpsqpdistDqpN eps    
2) A point p is directly density-reachable from a 
point q if  
a. 

)( qEpsNp  and 
b. MinPtsN qEps || )(

, “core point condition”.  
In this circumstance the core point condition is 
symmetric. 
3) A point p , is density-reachable from a point q
if there is a chain of points 

ppqppp nn  ,,,..., 11 such that 1ip is directly 
density-reachable from .pi  
A point p is density-connected to a point q with 
regard to Eps and MinPts if there is a point o with 
regard to Eps and MinPts.  
 
4) A cluster is a non-empty subgroup of D with 
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regard Eps and MinPts in which the following 
conditions are satisfied, 
- qp, if Cp  , and q is density-reachable 
from p , then ,Cq  
- pCqp :,  is density connected to q . 
5) Noise is defined as a set of points in D that do 
not belong to any cluster iC i.e. noise 

}.:|{ ii CpDp   
For a well performance of DBSCAN algorithm, input 
parameters have to be adjusted properly with regard 
to the dataset D . Automatizing the selection of the 
input parameters of DBSCAN algorithm may avoid 
the seeking of values by trial-and-error. 
 
B. Automatic definition of DBSCAN parameter 
Eps using a genetic algorithm 
A genetic algorithm was implemented to enhance the 
performance of DBSCAN by the optimization of the 
parameter Eps for a specific dataset. Genetic 
algorithms simulate the natural evolution, allowing a 
population of a particular number of individuals to 
evolve in a specific form under a variety of rules to a 
state that maximizes a fitness function [Error! 
Reference source not found.]. The genetic algorithm 
for Eps optimization was developed based on the Lin, 
Chan, and Lin methodology [Error! Reference 
source not found.]. Each chromosome of the initial 
population was composed by a point from the 
common factors dataset 

220935 D and, a radius found 
using the nearest neighbor function paired randomly, 
see table I. Radii were defined between the minimum 
radius found minr and the average radius

avgr . 
X y Radius 

25.8035 6.3917 0.5184 
Table I. Chromosome 

The fitness function is formed by three principal 
components, the coverage ratioCR , the sum of 
density SD , and the duplicate ratio DR . Therefore, 
fitness function is determined by the following 
equation: 

DRSDCRF /)(  . (7) 
After the population was evaluated, the better values 
were retained, and the remaining population was 
replaced using a crossover operation by means of a 
randomized combination of points with new radii 
values. Crossover operation was performed as 
follows: 

X Y Radii 
25.8035 6.3917 0.5184 
16.4488 10.5420 0.2024 
12.5300 10 0.1022 

Table II. Chromosome samples before crossover 
After the crossover operation, the new offspring may 
have the next form:  

X Y Radii 
25.8035 6.3917 0.2024 
16.4488 10.5420 0.1022 

12.5300 10 0.5184 
Table III. Chromosome samples after crossover 

 
Furthermore, a mutation operation was performed, 
replacing random values of points and radii, in 
random positions. The mutation method was 
performed like is presented next:  
 

X Y Radii 
25.8035 6.3917 0.2024 
16.4488 10.5420 0.1529 
8.5240 16.3920 0.5184 

Table IV. Chromosome samples after mutation 
 
For better comprehension, replaced positions can be 
identified by the bolded text. The algorithm has to be 
iterated until it reaches a convergence criterion. In 
this case, 1500 iterations were necessary to guarantee 
a reliable convergence.  
 
C. Clustering validation 
To validate the genetic DBSCAN algorithm, four 
different datasets were used; all of them are free 
access artificial datasets, which are specially designed 
with the aim of test pattern recognition algorithms 
under development, datasets are available online at 
[20]. Dataset characteristics are presented in table V. 
 

Dataset Number of 
Points 

Feature 
Classes 

Aggregation 788 7 
Dim 32 1024 16 
Dim 64 1024 16 
Flame 240 2 

Table V. Artificial datasets 
 
All the algorithm scripts were run in Matlab R2014a 
for Windows 7 in a (Intel Corei7, 2.2GHz processor, 
6GB of RAM and 500 GB hard drive) PC. 
The overall precision was evaluated using the 
following expressions:  

FPTPTPprecision  /  (8) 

positivestotal
classifiedcorrectlyPositivesTP  , (9) 

positivestotal
classifiedyincorrectlNegativesFP  , (10) 

where TP are the true positive detected points, and FP 
the false positive detected points. The DBSCAN 
parameter Eps was defined automatically by the 
genetic algorithm and the parameter MinPts was 
arbitrary selected by experience, defined in 10 for 
every experiment carried out.  
 
As a result, well condensed datasets such as Dim 32, 
Dim 64, and Aggregation reveal a fine outcome from 
the automatic processing algorithm; otherwise, the 
Flame dataset because of its fuzzy nature presented a 
drawback for the algorithm, in which its precision 
decreases. Results can be seen in table VI: 
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Dataset Number of 
clusters 

Clustering 
precision % 

Aggregation 7 100 
Dim 32 14 87.5 
Dim 64 16 100 
Flame 1 50 

Table VI. Clustering validation performance 
 
V. ANALYSIS AND RESULTS 
 
After confirming the methodology good performance 
with condensed datasets, it was expected that, the 
methodology would work with an acceptable 
performance using the experimental dataset. Then, 
the parameter Eps was defined automatically by the 
genetic algorithm and the parameter MinPts was 
fixed in 10. The algorithm was capable to find 12 
clusters, from 13 original classes belonging to the 
pitch angles, in a processing time of 33.35s with an 
overall precision of 91.6%. A total of 20926 points 
were clustered into 12 different clusters and 9 points 
were identified as noise, each formed cluster can be 
identified in a specific scale of gray, fig. 3.  

 
Figure 3. DBSCAN Signals Clustering 

Furthermore, the correlation of each original signal 
was defined to a clustered point in a confusion 
matrix, as it is represented in the table VII. The 
overall performance of the classifier was remarkable, 
with a precision of more than 90%. The cause of the 
decreased precision in the algorithm’s performance is 
related to cluster number 9 (CL 9), which contains 
signal information about two specific classes (pitch 
angles) 8° and 10°. These two original pitch angles 
were not enough mechanically different from the 
strain field point of view, to determine a difference 
between classes, thus their strain magnitudes were 
particularly similar for the classifier.  

 

Table VII. Confusion matrix 
 
The receiving operating curves ROC, have had an 
increasing application to determine classifiers’ 
performance due to the lack of simple metrics. 
 
Moreover, the classification capacity of the algorithm 
can be determined visualizing the area under the 
curve AUC in the ROC graph, fig.4.  The 
classification algorithms achieve their highest 
performance if the AUC index remains around 70% 
[21]; in this particular case the AUC index of the 
algorithm is approximately 73%, in consequence the 
algorithm is not over trained, and the obtained results 
by the methodology are reliable. 
 

 
Figure 4. Roc graph 

 
CONCLUSION 
 
With the use of the unsupervised classifier DBSCAN 
enhanced with a genetic algorithm, it is possible to 
detect a variety of structural behaviors (load 
conditions) presented in a beam due to the effect of 
different discrete loads. The use of an accurate 
preprocessing technique in relation to the physical 
phenomena enhance the clustering performance, since 
it generates clearer groups, removing unnecessary 
information.  The factor analysis technique seems to 
have a solid ability to match specific loads with strain 
signals in a randomized dataset. FA is presented as an 
alternative for PCA in the dimensionality reduction 
process, in which its properties can be explored for 
handling information in a multidimensional datasets. 
Moreover, DBSCAN algorithm is more sensitive for 
clustering detection in condensed datasets, and loses 
accuracy when fuzzy datasets are handled, hence it is 
suggested to perform a dataset clustering in such way 
that the datasets remain in the most condensed form 
possible. It is probable that, in rigid structures, the 
methodology may lose the ability to detect different 
structural behaviors, because there may not be a 
considerable difference in the strains’ magnitude 
among specific loads.  
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